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Introduction 

Translating literary texts from Arabie into English 
for native-Arabie speakers is a challenging task because of 
the various difficulties encountered in this process. The 
difficulties mainly concem the stylistic and syntactic 
features that are peculiar to the two languages, which 
corne from different language families and have different 
cultural backgrounds. Expressing the Arabie meaning in 
English requires a sound knowledge of English and its 
culture. One of the criteria of a good translation is 
producing a translated text which looks as if it were 
written in idiomatic English and has little or no aspects 
that show that it is a translation. Achieving such goal 
requires first of all from the translator an effort to lend the 
English text an idiomatic colour. Therefore the translator 
should be concemed with idiomaticity, for the success of 
translation depends to a large extent on expressing the SI 
sentence meanings faithfully in an idiomatic way. This 
paper seeks to address one of the difficulties of Arabic
English translation, which is idiomacity. 
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Methodology 

The present study is based on a corpus of sentences 
selected from the translation of extracts from two books 
entitled Halima by Mohamed Laaroussi Metoui and Al

Mounaaraj by Mustapha Al- Farsi., two prominent 
Tunisian writers. The two books are written in Modem 
Standard Arabie and the extracts have been translated into 
English here in this country by students preparing their 
papers to obtain the agégation degree, a highly selective 
one offered by the universities of Tunisia to teach at 
secondary school and in some cases at university. In 
selecting the sentences, the study sought to focus on those 
idiomatic sentences in Arabie in order to check how the 
translators tried to translate them into English and to 
identify the mistakes which they made in their translation. 
Also, the study sought to check whether or not the English 
translations have an idiomatic colour. It should be noted 
that as it is mainly concemed with the idiomatic 
dimension of the translation, the present work did not 
cover the other types of mistakes like the syntactic ones .. 
The reason is that this study seeks to focus just on one 
single aspect of translation and to suggest ways to improve 
the translator's performance in terms of the idiomaticity of 
translation. The corpus of the study consists of about 50 
sentences that have been selected from the two 
translations. The sentence were afterwards classified 
according to the their common mistake and the translation 
of each sentence bas been analysed in terms of 
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idiomaticity and a more idiomatic translation has been 

suggested as an alternative. 

Findings, Analysis and suggested translations 

The careful analysis of the corpus could identify three 

broad types of mistakes related to idiomacity: (1) language 

not idiomatic, (2) the wrong use of idiom, and (3) not 

using the equivalent idiom. Below is the criticism of each 

group of sentences according to the nature of their 

mistake. 
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Tablel: Language not idiomatic 

Nature of TL translation SL sentence' Sentence 
mistake 
Language 
not 
idiomatic 

Language 
not 
idiomatic 
Language 
not 
idiomatic 
Language 
not 
idiomatic 

no 

"It was however � '+i..>-:! �" 1 
known to young t,i..,1 .J l;ivsl 
people in Africa and l�u- f+1'i 
Asia because they .J \A JI _,l-.1 
fully lived its ". l.c,.6.1->" 
different stages." (p. 
13) 
"Reviews die away." ".ü.,..l ü)4.,.JI" 2 
(p.23) 

"In this struggle, I �I t 1..,...JI ,.j" 3 
exist." (p. 23) ".� 

"We are a group of 
intellectuals who 
neither consider 
themselves as 
torchlights lighting 
darkness nor even 
consider themselves 
as the arms holding 
those torchlights." 
(p. 18) 

(JA���II 4 

'l �' ··1 . • 
� u.J� 
.l.l,\Ï Je.Llo 
� 'l .J lJJ.JI 

� J,..:.:i .le,,.,... 
".Jc.l.WI 
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Language "He was the bridge 
not that freedom had 
idiomatic laid, paving the 

crossing from the 
age of darkness to 
the age of 
enlightenment." 
(p.12) 

Language 
not "He was the bridge 
idiomatic on which the 

renaissance caravan 
passed." (pp. 12-13) 

Language "The one he 
not adopted now was 
idiomatic beaming with 

happiness and 
thankfulness." 
(p.13) 

Language "Meteorites that are 
not too short-lived to 
idiomatic hold on for long and 

soon vanish to give 
way to darkness." 
(p.14) 

Language "This feeling would 
not annoy as much as it 
idiomatic would dignify and 

strengthen him." {p. 

�I ..,._i" 

� ..::.,ill "'�' 
.lf-C- 0.H �yJI 
* .J t.U:JI 

".JJ,lll 

lll __,...,.JI ... t.i . .Jf-.1 

'-1iU � u_;L.. 
".�, 

�.J .,k" 
& 'J t.�I 

l)o4 �ft-.ia �' 
� w--Jll � 

t.�I � � 
Il .fi!JI .)li . .JC 

i.,5��" 
��I �t...ill 
.l� i,;,;l.;tJ 
w-- �I 
".� 

1� ül.S ., .. 

•� .J�I 
-'�At.. fo. 

".� 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
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12) 

"Under the pretext 
that his multiple 
preoccupations 
refrained him from 
taking the extra 
charge of directing 
the review." (p.13) 

" ... interrupted Adel, 
attacking what he 
called the ''theory of 
etemity" for the 
threats it 
harboured." (p. 14) 

"Sorne laughed at 
this, but Abdelazeez 
proceeded in calm." 
(p.18) 

Jl� � �Il 11 
L.. 4l+--� 
�tl .t....... 
� W ".l.,WI 

" . .;t.l..i. l WA 

"And what has <.:µ,I i;l.; '-- .J'' 13 
Nafta's son to say � � -U.ii 
about all this?" (p. " .. . I» 

20) 

"What's of � l"""il .," 14 
immediate concem ".JWI ..,. i;_;.l;.j 
to my mind is 
finance." (p. 25) 
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Language "And resume our c.J".J.l�I J_,...i�" 15 
not conversation with f:.,.:...,...11 11' 

idiomatic with renewed l!IIJI� Ji..JI 

stimuli." (p. 25) ".� 

Language "Until victory was � ,:} �I" 16 
not achieved." (p. 13) " . .J-i}I 

idiomatic 

Language "So far we've been �I � .lÏl" 17 
not living in a serene » i.,i c:,}I A 

idiomatic atmosphere ruled by o.lJ'-1:i ùL.a 
harmony, frankness, .J r4,...J'il 
integrity and .J �l-->-11 
devotion." (p. 6) .J cJ.l.-11 

1.)-A ".�'/1 

83 

Language "She left her bed." '->" 
�Il 18 

not (p. 4) 79 u-=o ". te,.:l_;i 
idiomatic 
Language "As I was placing � � ., .. 19 
not back the bullet a.llc.l .l� 
idiomatic ready to be shot to i�I t.....1...)1 

the pistol." (p. 10) �I 
90 V"" Il ,(.)'l.w.JI 

Language "Halima developed .liJjit.,il..d�" 20 
not more interests in the l!.il.A.4 L.W.1 

idiomatic events of the �.,11 .t..j.i.JI 

national resistance �jill � 

against the �_J-:l...':{I 

oppressive colonial 
91 u-=o".W\all 

forces." (p. 11) 
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not 
idiomatic 
Language 
not 
idiomatic 

Language 
not 
idiomatic 
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not 
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not 
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"Starting from 
today, you'll be 
committed to 
performing some 
acts." (p. 11) 
"I can benefit you a 
lot." (p. 11) 

"Halima was 
satisfied with this 
middle way." (p. 
12) 
"Thanks God, I 
flawlessly 
accomplished my 
mission." (p. 14) 
"Halima can really 
be relied on when 
needed." (p. 14) 

"Spotlessly, Halima 
executed all the 
instructions." (p. 
16) 
''Then, he made it 
known to her that 
he would vanish for 
at least one week." 
(p. 16) 
"And asked her not 
to be upset due to 
his absence." (p. 16) 

r-"'1' 0-" _,'' 
� 0.1,ilS:i... 
11.Jll.\1191 va 

·,l�I •ï11 
ù - � 
Il .1--»6 �I 

91 tJ4 
� � .J'' 
Il ,b_,11 (>li 1� 
92 tJ4 

û....o:il .âl" 

.i...JI .J �J_,..WI 
J.,.,JI � Ji 
96 V"' ''. � .J 
,:fi.,.J Ü..." 

� .iWI::. "' 

rJl l�I � 
96 V"'9".J'"YI 

��<.:.i�" 

� ..:.it..;la:ill 
1.)4 Il .�.J ..:,...:...1 

99 
�4 \+Jc.l �If 

i,.i.. � 
99 tJ4 "-t.J+""I 

'il \+1- y1l.. _,'' 
fi ."-/l,ial �fa 
99 V"' 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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Language 
not 
idiomatic 

Language 
not 
idiomatic 

:;, 

Own table 
Sentence!: 

"Abdelhamid 
disappeared and did 
not corne to his 
house although.;." 
(p. 16) 

"On the fourth day, 
the newspapers 
announced that an 
explosion took 
place in Gabes 's 

vally archway 
causing its entire 
demolition and 
interrupting traffic." 
(p.16) 

� �I" 
cl; � .J ,jJj-..11 
e&-J JjWI .)1 
l,il �� r i.r-"�1.)c. o.:a .  

100 

�1)1 r �I i} .J'' 
J u:-Jt ûilc.l 
e!-.J IJ+ill 

,pl.J°' -� 

� "� 
.)c. ._µ, 
Jlar:. .J ù:.yi.1 
�J"'-

100 ù-'"" ,J.J.;JI 

29 

30 

". 4,1:,,.1.>& ., 1A _;1__,.bl 1� rtJ"i �I ., \!iJJI i.:.,4,! lf.i JA:¾ �" 

The translation: it was however known to young people in 
Africa and Asia because they Jully lived its dijferent 
stages. 
The e use of "fully" is unnecessary. And the use of "fully 
lived" does not convey the bad and unpleasant dimension 
of the experience and therefore the use of the phrasai verb 
"go through" is a must as it expresses faithfully the 
meaning in the SL. 
The suggested translation: It was however known to young 
people in A.frica and Asia because they went through its 
dijferent stages. 
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The translation: reviews die away. 

The expression is not idiomatic. The word ''review" is not 
the right translation nor is the word "die away". 
The suggested translation: magazines disappear/perish. 

Sentence3: 
",� �I tly.,,JI �" 

The translation: in this struggle, I exist. 

the word "exist" used by the author does not coo.vey the 
meaning because the meaning intended in the SL is 
to discover where one's real interests or talents lie 
and follow them. Therefore " I find myself' should be 
used to express faithfully the meaning of the Arabie 
sentence. 

The suggested translation: In struggle Ifind myself. 

The translation: we are a group of intellectuals who 
neither consider themselves as torchlights lighting 
darkness nor even consider themselves as the arms 
holding those torchlights. 
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The translator failed to use the correct word which is ''to 
dissipate" that collocates with darkness. 
The suggested translation: we are a group of intellectuals 
who neither think of themselves as being torchlights 
dissipating darkness nor even the arms holding those 
torchlights. 
Sentence5: 
Il 

• .;�I .lf.l=, .J t.ll;JI .lf.l=, � �y,.ll � �, "'�I �I .Jt,S" 

The translation: he was the bridge that freedom had laid, 
paving the crossing /rom the age of darkness to the age of 
enlightenment. 
The translation is awkward because the translator tried to 
explain what is implicit in the meaning. The bridge has the 
function of enabling people to move from one place to 
another which are separate and therefore linking them. 
The suggested translation: he was the bridge that freedom 
laid between the age of darkness and that of 
enlightenment. 

Sentence6: 
''.�I W '4k �.;L.. ':i�I �I .Jt!" 

The translation: he was the bridge on which the 
renaissance caravan passed. 

The phrase ''to pass on the bridge" is not idiomatic and 
therefore it is better to use ''travel across" to give the 
sentence an idiomatic colour. 

The suggested translation: he was the bridge across which 
the renaissance caravan travelled. 
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Sentence7: 
.il.. · '11 · ü · �11 � 'J �t....:ul "·- '- fi �\....:uL...Jo 1. • 

W.4Y (.).4 Y"-'-",.,,- . ·-.J i.s- . �- � � 
Il .t° •I\ .:1\ 

-� JC:.?' 

The translation: the one he adopted now was beaming with 
happiness and thankfulness. 
The mistake here is that smiles do not beam. It is people 
who beam, which means they smile expansively when 
they are happy. Also the use of the verb adopt does not 
collocate with smile. The word that collocates is "suffuse" 
The suggested translation: the smile that suffused his face 
was unlike the one that mocked time some time ago. lt was 
rather the smile of happiness and thankfulness. 
Sentences: 
".� w-o �l .l_,,y} ,.s)jri � �\ r-t.....ill.} � �" 
The translation: meteorites that are too short-lived to hold 
on for long and soon vanish to give way to darkness. 
The use of vanish is unfortunate, because it means 
disappearing gradually and there is nothing in the Arabie 
sentence which expresses graduality. Also the translator 
did not translate "w--�" which expresses the meaning of 
altemation. 
The suggested translation: stars that twinkle in the wide 
space and then disappear to give way to darkness to reign 
again. 

Sentence9: 
fi.� _, -û A t.. .;� o ..?.•••:u�' l'.là ,:,;1.S. _, .. 

The translation: this feeling would annoy as much as it 
would dignify and strengthen him. 
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The use of "annoy" is not correct because this word means 
''to fairly make someone angry or impatient." The right 
word that has to be used here and which collocates with 
"feeling" is discomfort. 
The suggested translation: this feeling would discomfort 
as much as it would honour and strengthen him. 

SentencelO: 

The translation: under the pretext that his multiple 
preoccupations refrained him from taking the extra charge 
of directing the review. 
The use of the phrasal verb "refrain from" in this context 
is wrong and so is the use of the words "preoccupations" 
and "charge". The whole sentence is unidiomatic. 
The suggested translation: under the pretext that his many 
duties would not allow him to assume the responsibility of 
managing the magazine. 

Sentencell: 

• � W ".l -1-'- 1\ L _l!.m � t_. l,..:,..I.. �h 1,1., 1- • L, 11 
UA � � o . ·-e- � (..).1 IJ""' C:--··· 
" . .;�I 

The translation: .. .interrupted Ad el, attacking what he 
called the "theory of eternity "for the threats it harboured. 
Two words are not used in their place. First, the word 
"harbour" which has to be replaced by "inherent" and 
second the word ''threats" which has to be replaced by 
"risks." 
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The suggested translation: ... interrupted Ad el, attacking 
what he called the "theory of eternity" for its inherent 
risks. 

Sentence12: 
".�J-lo\ i.,S � �U JD,JI .lF- <)s.l ��I � � .J'' 
The translation: some laughed at this, but Abdelazeez 
proceeded in calm talk. 

The translation would have been idiomatic if the translator 
had used "with". But in this context, the verb "resume" is 
the idiomatic word that is used for this meaning, as "to 
resume" means "beginning to speak again after stopping 
for a short time" 

The suggested translation: some laughed at this, but 
Abdelazeez resumed in cairn. 

Sentence13: 
Il •• . 11\ JS,.; tJ..ij ŒI <,il.) \..- .,'' 

The translation: and what has Nafta's son to say about ail 
this? 

This is a mistake resulting from a word for word 
translation. In English, it is expressed as follows: 
And what has the Nefta man to say about all this? 

Sentence14: 
Il .JWI ..,,. <j_);aj c} rA )'I _,'' 
The translation: what 's of immediate concern to my mind 
isfinance. 
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The sentence is not idiomatic because the word "finance" 
means the activity of managing money, debt, credit and 
investment. Therefore the word that has to be used here is 
"money'' Also there is nothing in SL sentence which 
means "immediate concem". So, the expression "in my 
view'' or "according to me" or ''to my mind" should be 
used. 
The suggested translation: to my min<l, the most important 
thing is money. 

SentencelS: 
".•� �l.ll..loÜ.,.,4 .li....JI t..,......,.JI 11\ ù"Y �l .l_,.ü �" 
The translation: and resume our conversation with 
renewed stimuli. 
What is meant here is not discussion but rather topic or 
issue. The word "stimuli" means things that encourage an 
activity, whereas here the meaning is predisposition or 
readiness. Also the word "renewed" is out of place 
because in the SL sentence we do not have ".l�" but we 
the word "�0 which means "new". 
The suggested translation: then resume the discussion of 
this complex issue with new predispositions. 

Sentence16: 
".y.,a.ill�wl�I" 
The translation: until victory was achieved. 
This is not idiomatic. With ''victory" we use the word 
"win". 
The suggested translation: until victory was won. 

Sentence 17: 
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.J �l->-11 .J r4,.....i"il o :Y"':! ùL...a p. i.} ûll .l:i. .)1 � .lil11 .J �I 
"-�'i' 
The translation: so far we 've been living in a serene 
atmospher ruled by harmony, frankness, integrity and 
devotion. 
The use of ''ruled" is unlucky for "ruled" has a negative 
meaning, that is to say the meaning of control; whereas the 
words that are used here are positive ones (harmony, 
frankness, integrity and devotion). Therefore the use of 
"reigned" expresses the meaning in a correct way. 
The suggested translation: we have so far been living in a 
serene atmosphere reigned by harmony, frankness, 
integrity and devotion. 
Sentence18: 
". �IJS ù-6 Ûw:lf-Ï" 

The translation: she left her bed. 
This is not idiomatic. In English we simply say: 
She got up from bed. 

Sentence19: 
".�l�l&l,Jlë4'-Jll...\...-)la.l�l�ûlS�.J'1 

The translation: as I was placing back the bullet ready to 
be shot to the pistol. 
This is not idiomatic, as in Englsih we use the phrase "put 
back" instead of"place back". 
The suggested translation: as I was putting back in the 
pistol the bu/let ready to be shot. 
Sentence20: 
".�I �\ J1l,.ll ë4'-JI l...\...-)1 i.l�I � ûlS � .J'' 
The translation: Halima developed more interests in the 
events of the national resitance against the oppressive 
colonial forces. 
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The sentence is not idiomatic. ''to develop interest" is not 
English and the word that collocates with "colonial forces" 
is "brute". 
The suggested translation: Halima got more interested in 
the events of national resistance against the colonial brute 
forces. 

Sentence21: 
Il . b>, \Il ' ................ :!('� _ .. , • fi 
.u....... ..,----..; � (' � '-"" .J 

The translation: starting from today, you 'Il be committed 
to performing some acts. 
The use of "committed" is not idiomatic and the right 
expression to express the SL sentence is: 
from now on you will be in charge of some tasks. 
Sentence22: 

Il 1 .. �< .<.l.Jil · I •• L� ... 1 .. , .. -�r-- Wv--1,r 
The translation: J can benefit you a lot. 
The sentence is not idiomatic because the author adopted a 
word for word translation. The word "acts" is vague and 
the word that has to be used here is ''tasks". 
The suggested translation: J can be very useful to you. 
Sentence23: 
J......Jll�ll��ûa.li.J'' 

The translation: Halima was satisfied with this middle 
way. 
The phrase "satisfied with" means "to be happy" and does 
not faithfully translate the Arabie phrase"� "-:J", which 
means the willingness to accept. The phrase "middle way" 
does not convey the meaning of the Arabie one ".l......J J=.11 

and the t word that best suits the translation is 
"compromise". 
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The suggested tram:lation: Halima was contented with this 
compromise. 
Sentence 24: 
". -4-_, J.,..JI y1:. .& �I _, '-u_,..W1 �I .li!" 

The translation: thanks God, I jlawlessly accomplished my 
mission. 
The sentence is not idiomatic because the word 
"flawlessly" means perfect and without defects. The 
phrase "in the best way" is the right phrase. 
The suggested translation: thanks God, I accomplished my 
mission in the best way. 
Sentence25: 
".JAY\

.-
) \jl � � .l�':ll � \.b." 

The translation: Halima can really be relied on when 
needed. 
The sentence is correct but not idiomatic. 
The suggested translation: indeed, we can rely on Halima 
ifneed be. 
Sentence26: 
"."+.J �I y1:. �I JS � �" 
The translation: spotlessly, Halima executed ail the 
instructions. 
The word "spotlessly" , which means perfect and 
completely clean, is not the right word to translate 
idiomatically the SL phrase ""+.J J..;:Jl u1=,". 
The suggested translation: Halima ca"ied out the 
instructions in the best way. 
Sentence27: 
"-t»--1 • .,.. � tj4 l+Jc.l f1" 
The translation: then, he made it known to her that he 
would vanish for at least one week. 
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The use of the word "vanish" is not correct because it 
means to disappear suddenly or in a way that cannot be 
explained. 
The suggested translation: then, he told her that he would 
disappear for at least one week. 
Sentence28: 
"<Liw.l ··�'JI'. t_ uU.. Il 

• -� �.)JJ ....- • .J 

The translation: and asked her not to be upset due to his 
absence. 
The sentence is not idiomatic because "to be upset due to 
his absence" is awkward. 
The suggested translation: and asked her not to feel 
uneasy about his absence. 
Sentence29: 
>- r"-=' � c..r4"' ,;:. ..) Jjl.JI �I wl, i .J ,j;jJI .lF- fil" 
",...:Sli:i:,.I 
The translation: Abdelhamid disappeared and d1d not 
come to his house although. .. 
The sentence "did not corne to bis house" is not idiomatic 
and therefore should be replaced by "did not go back 
home". 
The suggested translation: Abdelhamid disappeared and 
did not go back home although three days e/apsed since he 
had disappeared. 

Sentence30: 
"�Il <.jJ.1.J'' •� �.J l).�I .:.,1 �I �I �1)1 r-"'11 i_,i _,11 

" . ..;J_;JI �_p. J1,.c. .J I.e. .,>i-1 uk, i_;,b.lill ,.J-A 

The translation: on the fourth day, the newspapers 
announced that an explosion took place in Gabes 's val/y 
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archway causing its entire demolition and interrupting 
traffic. 
The word "announce" should be replaced by "The 
word "archway" is wrong and the word that collocates 
with traffic to express the SL sentence meaning is 
"paralysation". 
The suggested translation: on the fourth day, the 
newspapers reported the news of an explosion in the 

bridge of the valley of Gabes, which led to its complete 
demolition and the paralysation of traffic. 

Table2: the wrong use of idiom 

Nature of TL translation SL sentence11 Sentence 
mistake number 
the wrong "They had also i.:,.-jll l�:n J'' 1 
use of given time the lie, J,ii 1 ·� ·"J 

. � � 
idiom having grown old ".,:,Jl.,'J\ 

before their time 
was ripe." (p. 13) 

the wrong "He put on a smile 0--�Ji.....," 2 
use of on bis face and � ., Ji-; 
idiom joined the others' Il. t..�I ¼-?., 

applause." (p. 13) 

the wrong "The .:'.J\!1.,_;..i..11" 3 
use of responsibilities � ôliWI 

idiom laid on our Il • \.w'i&. 

shoulders." (p. 14) 
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the wrong 
use of 
idioms 

the wrong 
use of 
idioms 

Own.table 
Sentencel: 

"You' re not 
coming up with 
anything new." 
(p.22) 

"At last he made 
up his mind to 
clue in the whole 
of the matter to 
her." (p. 8) 

Il ., 'JI I.� 1 "Ll ·t.; . ,,, , .,\C Il 
.u.J Uf' � l"fJ U""Y r.-.J 

"-�� -::il:i r,111 4 

.;.) 1->P-l" 5 

◄i;i,: �I 

861.).:1 11.JA'il 

The translation: they had a/so given time the lie, having 
grown old before their time was ripe. 

The two mistakes made by the translator are first in the 
order of the words that make up the idiom and second the 
use of The translator' s use of the idiom "time was ripe" is 
out of place because it does not convey the meaning 
expressed in the TL text. Also there is no need for "before 
their time was ripe" here as the adverb "prematurely" 
faithfully conveys the meaning of SL. 
The suggested translation: they had a/so given the lie to 
time, having grown prematurely. 
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The translation: he put on a smile on his face and joined 
the others' applause. 
The mistake made by the translator here · is that he used 
"put on" which expresses artificiality; whereas the smile 
as can be understood was spontaneous and expressed the 
feelings of joy and happiness. A smile on his face and not 
to put a smile on his face, which means making someone 
happy. 
The suggested translation: he applauded with those who 
applauded with a smile suffusing his face. 
Sentence3: 
".\.li:iu:. � il.il.JI �4l.,_;....J111 

The translation: The responsibilities laid on our shoulders 
Here the translator translated word for word, but the 
outcome was that the sentence is not idiomatic because in 
English the word "shoulders" is not used in this context. 
The correct idiomatic expression in English is "to saddle 
someone with responsibility". 
The suggested translation: the responsibilities placed on 
us/saddled with us. 

Sentence4: 
"-��rl" 

The translation: you 're not coming up with anything new. 
The correct expression is: 
you have not come up with something new. 
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Sentence5: 

The translation: at last he made up his mimi to clue in the 
whole of the motter to her. 
the use of the phrasai verb ''to clue in" is not idiomatic 
because the personal pronoun "her'' is not used. the right 
phrase is ''to clue someone in". Also ''the whole of the 
matter" is awkward". 
The suggested translation: at last he made up his mimi to 
tell her about the true state of affairs . 

T bl 3 a e : not usmg th 
. 

al "d" e eqmv ent1 10m 
Nature of TL translation SL 
mistake sentenceiii 

Not using the "Adel stopped ".Jl�uS..." 

equivalent talking." (p. 17) 
idiom 
Not using the "Y mu-s is an old 4 �l__p." 
equivalent refrain." (p. 18) JDJI � 

idiom r.li 4.li 
Il • L.jll ·'-' 

"How about c.,i �\.; l.." 
Not using the going to the u,11 Jjll ,:;1 
equivalent coffee shop, � �,· 
idiom have something Il. WiJI � 

to drink." (p. 25) 

Sentence 
number 
1 

2 

3 
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Not using the "Ir vain did Adel J_,b. � _, .. 4 
equivalent try to escape the wl J.:iu:. 
idiom new LJ'I � 

responsibility." �_,_;....JI 
,(p. 13) ".•�' 

Not using the Wont you tell me s 

equivalent my dear about ll · ·- "lll - ,_,-J JP>-J 

idiom what happened to L.c. 'i;JJ� 
you so that I ��� 
become quiet and ., c,W,,I 
get reassured? y>. �Jl..-:1 

841.)4 

Not using the "She grew c:::�" 6 
equivalent therefore eased." 1.)4 ".\A.fa-
idiom 91 

Not using the "This is why he w\S \�" 7 

equivalent was awaiting her \+i.l_,c. � 
idiom coming back with LJ'I _,.,.1 � 

extreme passion." ".�, 
(p. 11) 951.)4 

Not using the " or else dog � .,, ... " 8 ... 
equivalent my steps i;.:i\+11 � 
idiom wherever I went Il ·l4i:ii.. 

.IJJJ 
like El-Hedi's 
dog." (p. 15) 

Not using the "Don't set further � 'il" 9 
equivalent obstacles." (p. ". J,iil _,..11 
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1 idiom 

Own table 

Sentence!: 

120) 

The translation: Adel stopped ta/king. 
The translation is literai and fulfils the meaning, but it is 
not idiomatic. Therefore the idiom "lapse into silence" 
lends the text an idiomatic colour. 
The suggested translation: Ade/ lapsed into silence. 

Sentence2: 
".ül...)1 � � J:ija.ll J.p \.; �l_,ii." 
The translation: Yours is an old refrain. 

The translator is not aware that there is in the TL an idiom 
that conveys the meaning of old times like the one existing 
in Arabie. The use of just the adjective "old" does not 
convey the meaning intended in the Arabie sentence, 
which is the oldness oftime. 

The suggested translation: your fairy tale is as old as the 
hills. 

Sentence3: 

"LJ;J1 · • :L: .-.:.11 11 J ... ·l . ...i _(,j t..." . � ,.,._. 4.n-' l.r .),1.1 (.J ..,,- r=.) 

The translation: how about going to the coffee shop, have 
something to drink? 
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The translator failed to reproduce the idiomatic expression 
of the SL text as there is an equivalent one in the TL. 
The suggested translation: what about going down to the 
café to quench some thirst? 

Sentence4: 

The translation: in vain did Adel try to escape the new 
responsibility. 
The use of "escape" does not really convey the meaning 
and the idiom "rid oneself of something" fulfils the 
meaning of the SL verb "u,aW'' 
The suggested translation: in vain did Adel try to rid 
himself of the new responsibility. 

Sentence5: 

The translation: wont you tell me my dear about what 
happened to you so that I become quiet and get reassured? 

The translator failed to translate correctly "�...;i ·•J 
i).L.,t which is in English expressed by "to have peace of 
mind". Therefore the sentence may be translated into: 
The suggested translation: wont you tell me my dear about 
what happened to you so that I get reassured and have 
peace of mind. 
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Sentence6: 

The translation: she grew therefore eased. 

The expression "grow eased" is not English and does not 
convey the meaning of the SL text. 
The idiomatic expression which is the equivalent of the 
Arabie one is: 

Therefore her heart was gladdened 

Sentence7: 

The translation: This is why he was awaiting ber coming 
back with extreme passion. 
The translator translation is correct but it does not use an 
idiom like in the Arabie sentence. The expression "to be 
on tenterhooks" is the expression that has can faithfully 
translate the meaning. 
The suggested translation: this is why he was on 
tenterhooks awaiting her coming back. 

Sentences: 
" •!W!ï... ·'-'lu!S.S. - ! " .i;JJ - i;...... . �J ••. 

The translation: ... or else dog my steps wherever I went 
like El-Hedi 's dog. 
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... or else like El-Hedi's dog tracking me wherever I went. 
The use of the verb "to dog" means when problems and 
injuries are always with us. However, the meaning in SL is 
following, which can be translated by ''tracking" 
The suggested translation: .. . or else like El-Hedi 's dog 

tracking me wherever I went. 

Sentence9: 
".J:iil�lri:i'i" 

The translation: Don't set the obstacles 
This is not an idiomatic expression and the right one that 
can be used to express the meaning is the following: 
Don't throw obstacles in our 

Discussions 

ldiomatic language means using words in a way that 
sounds natural to native speakers of the native language. 
In this paper we tried to show how on many occasions, the 
English used for the translation is not idiomatic or lacks 
idiomaticity. The examples analysed above clearly show 
that students • performance in translating literary texts 
from Arabie into English is not outstanding when it cornes 
to idiomaticity. The analysis also shows that the 
translators' knowledge of English idioms is very limited as 
in many cases they failed to suggest the equivalent idioms 
that can to a large extent express the meaning of the 
Arabie idioms. Also, the translators made the mistake of 
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reproducing the Arabie idiom as it is in Arabie. "The 
responsibilities laid on our shoulders" is a good example. 
The translators also made the mistake of trying to use 
idioms but not correctly: "He put on a smile on his face 
and joined the others' applause." Also, the translators 
made the mistake of using words not in their right place: 
"so far we've been living in a serene atmosphere ruled by 
harmony, frankness, integrity and devotion." In many 
cases the translators do not even know the idioms that can 
be used to translate the idioms used in Arabie. "As old as 
the hills." ls a another example. On another level, in many 
instances the choice ofwords and synonyms is unlucky. In 
the sentence mentioned above, the author uses "annoy" 
whereas the right word that has to be used is "discomfort". 
Also, it should be noted that the examples show that the 
translators are more concemed with a faithful reproduction 
of the SL text without little concem with idiomaticity. 

There are a number of explanations that can be put 
forward to understand this issue. From my experience as a 
teacher at an English department, teachers in various 
subjects ranging from literature to composition to cultural 
studies do not put much emphasis on idiomaticity. The 
evaluation of students' linguistic performance focuses 
mainly on correcting the grammatical, lexical and 
syntactic mistak.es. To the best of my knowledge, there is 
no clear and consistent plan to to help students write in an 
idiomatic way. The leaming context is unhelpful. Our 
students no longer have the opportunity to visit England 
for a training course during which they can live real and 
natural situations in which they use language with native 
speakers. Also, the nature of formation and examination at 
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the graduate level <loes incite stUdents to read intensively 
material not directly relevant to their curriculum. Few are 
those students who read regularly British or American 
newspapers and Watch films and plays in English. The 
linguistic environment offer rare occasions to be in 
contact with native speakers ofEnglish. 

Pedagogical Implications 

As a remedy to this deficiency in idiomaticity, a 'thôrough 
and consistent pedagogical strategy has to be adopted. 
Teachers teaching translation from Arabie into English at 
the undergraduate and graduate levels should train 
students not simply to translate correctly by avoiding 
grammatical and syntactic mistakes but also to write 
idiomatically and to expose in translating texts to a variety 
of translation choices and to make them opt for what looks 
more idiomatic. The translation course should also provide 
students with plenty of phrasai verbs and idiomatic 
expressions, which enrich students' knowledge of English 
and improve their potential in terms of writing 
idiomatically. The teachers of the other subjects should 
also in evaluating their students' linguistic performance 
when they write their assignments focus on the 
idiomaticity of the language and show them ways how to 
express sentences the way native speakers would. Also, 
there should be cultural activities parallel to courses like 
writing short stories, peoms and articles in school's 
magazines, theatre clubs which stage plays, watching 
films, etc, which can enhance students capacity to 
communicate in English more idiomaticall 
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Arabie sentences are not included because the photocopied 
texts are without page numbers. The page numbers of the 
translated sentences are included as they appear in the 
paper. For sentences 17 to 30, I selected them from the 
original work: Halima, as the translator of some excerpts 
from Halima did not include in his paper the Arabie 
extracts. Therefore the page numbers of the sentences are 
the numbers that appear in the original book not in the 
paper. 
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Mustapha Al-farsi 's Al-Munaaraj unpublished memoire 
d'agrégation. ENS, Tunis. 2012. The page numbers of the 
Arabie sentences are not included in the paper. In the 
tables the page numbers of the translated sentences are 
included as they appear in the paper .. For sentences 7 and 
8 I selected them from the original work: Halima, as the 
translator of some excerpts from Halima did not include in 
bis paper the Arabie extracts. Therefore the page numbers 
of the sentences are the numbers that appear in the original 
book not in the paper. 
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